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One day
We'll be flying down
To Rio
Where every day
The sun comes out and shines
And then
We'll be who we are
For real
Without a single worry
In our minds...
We've been running round
Like desperate fools
And every day
We struggle through
The dreams we've had
Have not come true
I feel let down
And so do you
Why?
The plans we have are made
And never mind this fate
We'll turn against the tide
And yeah
I think we've got it made
Whatever it make take
We're flying down tonight
...flying down to Rio - from here?
Where everyone
Is taken for a ride
And then
We'll be who we are
For real
Without a single worry
In our minds...
We've been running round
Like desperate fools
And every day
We struggle through
The dreams we had
Have not come true
I feel let down
And so do you
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Why?
The plans we have are made
And never mind this fate
We'll turn against the tide
And yeah
I think we've got it made
Whatever it make take
We're flying down tonight
We've been running round
Like desperate fools
And every day
We struggle through
The dreams we had
Have not come true
I feel let down
And so do you
Why?
The plans we have are made
And never mind this fate
We'll turn against the tide
And yeah
I think we've got it made
Whatever it make take
We're flying down tonight
One day
We'll be flying down
To Rio
Every day
The sun comes out and shines
And then
We'll be who we are
For real
One day
We'll be flying down... I'm just rambling!
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